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The AVC’s Bullets
By Chris Turletes, CFM, CEFP
AVC for Facilities & Campus Services
Phew….What a Summer! The weather was nice; it certainly was a busy one.
The Campus grounds and plants looked fabulous all summer, with frequent kudos from staff, faculty
and parents. As the trees are turning and leaves are falling it is still breathtakingly beautiful on
campus.
I have been calling the summer of 2014 the Summer of Disruption.
 The Alaska Airlines Center was in the final stretch to its opening in August;
Chris Turletes,
 The Engineering and Industry Building Construction closed Spirit Drive again this summer;
AVC for FCS
 The portable building used for the grounds break room was re-levelled and the flooring and
finishes were replaced;
 Repair work to the heating line and foundation drain at Engineering created a flurry of activity;
 The Energy Module 2 (EM2) cooling well was renewed, ensuring cooling for the Natural Sciences and Engineering buildings
 We planned for upgrades to the EM2 heat exchanger, which came with an unplanned heating line replacement that disrupted
most of East Campus Central Lot.
 We also discovered the East campus storm drains had no bottoms, which meant our cooling water discharge and storm water
runoff was finding its own way to Chester Creek (which complicated the work around engineering). We had some relining of
east campus storm drains going on;
 Construction began on the Engineering parking structure. This came with the associated relocation of the engineering portables
and the closure of Mallard road;
 We experienced a glycol piping failure in the Student Health Center moments before campus opened for business for Fall 2014.
 BMH renewal is winding down. We expect the building to be back in action by spring semester 2015.
 We had the successful roof replacement project at Aviation and the not so successful on at the Auto Diesel Technology (ADT)
building. ADT that will be postponed to Spring of 2015.
So in short, we had another summer full of projects going on in various parts of
this campus, as well as around the MAU. The disruptions now will ultimately
contribute to an improved UAA.
I want to thank the Facilities staff for all the hard work that went into keeping the
campus humming and blinking this summer and so far this fall. In addition to the
items above, we have been busy with grounds and horticulture work, small projects
of various types, renewals, installed “1% for Art” pieces, urgent work and new
construction in Anchorage and other campuses of the MAU, and getting classrooms
and campus ready for the fall semester start. The high volume of the work plus the
less than perfect weather in August meant we had a few loose ends as classes
started, but we are working through it. HOOOWL!!!! Well done!
EM2 Heating Line Replacement

Other activities underway around the MAU: we are finalizing the Valley Center
for Arts and Learning at MatSu; campus renewal work at KPC, and the fuel source
for the Homer campus was switched oil to natural gas.

Stan Vanover commenced from work to retirement at the end of July. Stan provided nearly 30 years of service to UAA culminating
his career with the Alaska Airlines Center. Colin Clausson has also announced his plans to
retire at the end of October. Colin has provided over 25 years of valuable service to UAA
as an electrician, elevator and fire technician, a volunteer equipment operator on the snow
team, a union officer, and most recently as part of the Facilities management. We will miss
the expert services and friendship of both Stan and Colin. A mournful Hooowl for us, and a
big HOOOWL to them for getting to retirement as young men.
I can’t say it often enough, the Facilities and Campus Services staff works hard: days,
nights and weekends to keep the campus environment safe and comfortable for our students,
faculty and staff. Thanks for all you do for UAA, whether it’s fixing broken stuff,
managing the grounds, supporting critical campus events, communicating, counting money
or planning new projects; keep up the great work. HOOOWL!!!!
P.S. Start limbering up those snow shoveling muscles!

Safety is Everybody’s Business
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No Net Tree Loss update:
Every summer we plant trees on university property to replace trees lost due to construction. With
two successful plantings this summer our “tree debt” is about 9,000 trees. This year we planted on
UA land in Ninilchick, at the Matsu Campus,
and on the Kenai College campus. Planting will
continue until we’ve reached a zero net loss of
trees!

Anchorage and KPC personnel at the September tree planting near the
Kenai River Campus

Energy Update:

Mat-Su Campus Director Talis Colberg and a team from Anchorage,
from the July planting near the campuses new
Valley Center for Arts and Learning

As you have no doubt heard, Municipal Light &
Power has a series of large rate increases
projected over the next several years. While the first round of increases is being challenged at the
Regulatory Commission of Alaska, the fact of the matter is the cost of electricity will continue to rise.
Applying ML&P’s package of proposed or scheduled-to-be-proposed rate increases on our historical
kWh consumption paints a bleak picture. These projections do not account for the addition of the Alaska
Airlines Center or Engineering & Industry Building, and do not account for Housing.
As we move forward it will become even more important to all UAA employees to assist with reducing
our electricity usage. Turning off your
computer, monitor, and lights — or at
least setting a sleep mode timer —
and unplugging small electronics
when you leave for the day goes a
long way. Please go to the Office of
Sustainability’s website, for tips on
how to reduce your load:
www.uaa.alaska.edu/sustainability/
From an approximately $20 million
Facilities budget $5.9 million is
budgeted for all non-Housing utilities.
Under these rate increases our current
use of electricity will continue to
strain the operating budget of UAA.
We need every employee to do their
part in reducing this cost.
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Facilities Planning &
Construction News
By John Faunce, P.E., Director
It’s September and the signs of fall abound — a bit of a chill in the morning air, the trees are
changing color and beginning to shed their leaves, the students and faculty have returned to
campus, our contractors are frantically trying make the most of the remaining construction season
before winter sets in, and it is one of the busiest times of the year for our FP&C staff.
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As highlighted in the last newsletter, our Senior Project Manager, Stan Vanover, retired at the
end of July following the successful completion of the Alaska Airlines Center sports arena,
perhaps the crowning achievement of his 30 year career at UAA.

John Faunce, Director
of Facilities Planning &
Construction

With the new Engineering & Industry Building
progressing toward a successful completion, our project team has taken on a
new role as tour guides for a variety of different groups, such as the student
group shown in the photo on the left. Neeser Construction is the contractor for
the new Building as well as the associated pedestrian bridge across Providence
Drive. The foundations for the bridge are currently in progress so the support
arches can be installed over the Winter Break. The bridge and the new
Engineering Building are planned for completion next summer. Neeser also
won the bid on the new engineering parking garage, and are working feverishly
to complete the site work and foundations prior to winter setting in. The garage
is expected to be complete a few weeks after the start of next Fall Semester.
Group tour in the Engineering & Industry Building

The renovation work at Beatrice McDonald Hall will introduce a new “slice of
light” entranceway into the building. The construction will be completed on
schedule for the occupants to move back into the building prior to the upcoming Spring Semester. The Valley Center for Arts
and Learning, our major project at the Mat-Su Campus, is also nearing completion and will be ready for Spring Semester
occupancy.
Other significant projects underway around campus include: the
renovation of the recently acquired building at 1901 Bragaw to
accommodate the relocation of current Diplomacy building tenants; the
installation of new boilers and improvements to stairwells at the MAC
Housing Complex; renovations at WFSC to better support our UAA
Hockey team; and a variety of other projects across all of our UAA
campuses.
As our campuses continue to grow we also must keep an eye out for the
impacts of aging infrastructure. The Anchorage campus experienced a
number of “unplanned” projects that developed this summer. These
include: emergency repair and replacement of heating lines at the existing
Engineering Building and Energy Module 2; lining of broken East campus
storm drains; replacement of the foundation drain lines at Engineering; and
renovation of the Engineering Spine elevator.

The New “Slice of Light” for the Beatrice McDonald Hall

Facilities Planning & Construction – 786-4900
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Facilities Maintenance &
Operations News
By Tom Sternberg, CFM, Director
We have been ever busy over the summer providing support for the construction projects and campus customers.
There has been a lot of time spent training for and supporting the successful opening of the Alaska Airlines Center.
We are currently watching the construction of 3 other buildings that will soon be added to our maintenance
program. Congratulations to the employee of the quarter award winners and nominees, as well as special
commendations to our Bill Rose Award winner, Felipe Castro as well as the nominees. We are proud of Felipe! He
worked long and hard as a representative of UAA in the crafts and trades union contract negotiations, as well as
performing his duties as shop supervisor.

Tom Sternberg, Director of
Facilities Maintenance &
Operations

We have lost several key people over the summer experiencing a greater than normal turnover rate.
Marshall Joy, our Science Maintenance Technician, has left Alaska for Washington. CT2 HVAC Technician
Karston Boysen left Alaska and his position has been filled by Aaron Greene, who had a brief stay with the
Electrical shop. Temporary Plumber Randy Button was awarded the CT2 Plumber position vacated by Jim Donaldson, who left Alaska for outside.
Duane Nease, Building Automation/Energy Management Technician was upgraded from grade CT2 to grade CT3. CT2 HVAC Technician Andy
Tipton left Alaska for Montana and his position was filled by Cory Tranby. Blake Isaacson joined the Mechanical Shop as a CT3 HVAC Technician,
backfilling the position Greg Summerlin vacated when he became our new Commissioning Liaison. Long term employee Colin Clausson, Electrical
Shop Supervisor, has decided to retire in October after 25 years of service to UAA. We are in the process of recruiting to fill his position. Chris Edin,
son of Electrician Doug Edin, was selected as the CT1 Building Maintenance/Carpenter. Tessa Sellars left the Horticulture Shop to return to school full
time. She was replaced by Steffany Willhauck, who was one of our long time temporary employees. Judith Arp moved from a temporary to benefitted
shuttle driver, backfilling for Melissa Homa. Jo Walker left Work Management to join Global Spectrums’ operation at the Alaska Airlines Center, and
was replaced with Coral Lambert, longtime student worker with the shop. We are still in the hiring process for
a CT3 refrigeration Technician. If you know of anyone interested, see UAK jobs.
As mentioned above, the Mechanical/HVAC shop has seen incredible turnover during the last 6 months.
Everyone has been helping to orient and train the new employees to the campus and its infrastructure, but it
will take time to get them fully spun up on campus operations.

Felipe receives the Bill Rose
Memorial Award from Vice
Chancellor Spindle

The use of the iDesk app continues to expand. Currently 7 maintenance people are utilizing this and are
continuing to expand the program. Our goal is to reduce paper use for work orders as much as 90%, which
will also reduce printing costs, as well as improve technician efficiency. Technician will have all the job
information without having to return to the shop to collect or search for paper work. The technician can then
complete the work order, add notes, materials and time, and return it to the supervisor electronically. The AiM
Customer Service Module is becoming more and more popular. This module combined with the iDesk is
allowing us to process work orders more efficiently. If you frequently report maintenance issues and don’t
already have a customer account, please contact Sherry.
The Millennium team continues expand the system coverage. We have added the exterior doors on several
buildings and are planning on adding more before year end. The Enterprise version of the software has been
successfully installed on the server and system user PC’s across campus. We are looking at ways to integrate
Millenium with other campus data systems.

With the opening of the Alaska Airlines Center, our mechanical and electrical personnel are participating in training on the building systems. The
facility adds almost 163,000 cleanable square feet, creating new challenges for our Custodial shop. Greg Summerlin has had the monumental task of
representing Facilities Maintenance at the AAC. Hats off to Greg for his role in the successful opening of the facility and the continuing support he is
providing!
The Grounds and Fleet Maintenance shops are preparing for winter. The Farmer’s Almanac predicts a normal snow fall this year — we’ll see how
accurate it is! Last year’s snow fall was below average (65 inches vs 76 inch average). The Fleet crew will begin tire changeover here shortly.
Robb Willie, Turf Supervisor, suggests before winter sets in your lawn at home should be treated one last
time with a triple blend fertilizer, like 16-16-16. This action will promote a healthier lawn in the spring.
In addition to supporting the AAC “Grand Opening”, the Custodial shop has stocked all classrooms with
supplies in preparation of the Fall Semester. All Lab Floors at the HSB, ISB, AHS, ARTS, Aviation
hallways and the Student Union Subway floors were stripped and waxed. ABM is wrapping up interior
and exterior windows washing in each of the buildings and housing. Great work this summer Edwin,
Marvel, Pete, Robert, Gina, David and ABM staff!
Seawolf Shuttle schedules and hours of operation can be found at: http://www.uaa.alaska.edu/fcs/
maintenanceoperations/operations/shuttle/. For the first three weeks of fall semester we have transported
16,499 riders – up slightly from FY12 (16,285) , down slightly from FY13 (16,885) over the same three
week period. Transportation Supervisor Heather Pawlak and the shuttle drivers are working hard to
provide efficient shuttle service. With all the construction and traffic impacts around campus, we
encourage you to park once and ride the shuttle.

Work Management Office – 786-6980

Byron Turner, Margaret McConnell,
William Pride pruned several
ornamental trees across campus
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By Doug Markussen, P.E., Director
It seems like I start every one of these newsletter blurbs by saying we’ve been
busy. Not to sound like a broken record, but… EHSRMS has been busy!
EHS Team: (L to R) Jeaneen Bailey, Manch

Since June we have been involved with: Alaska Shield after-action report;
Garhart, Doug Markussen, Maury Riner
FEMA L363 emergency planning course; firearms and ATV policies and
training; liaison with AFD; CERT training; lab inspections and clean-outs;
chemical waste disposal; approximately 200 New Employee Orientations; ergonomic workstation assessments; active
shooter training; several air quality tests; RA training; CPR/First Aid training; recurrent contract review and insurance
needs; various program risk assessments; inspection of the AAC and preparing for its grand opening; investigating reported
incidents; contamination identification and remediation; Campus Kickoff; evacuation drills; researching the impact
Proposition 2 on university operations; minor safety training; and many miscellaneous safety training sessions. We even
made time to participate in the Campus Cleanup Day (Earth Day), weed pull, tree planting, and Safetember activities.
In addition, we are preparing for: Selection and Screening training [new-hire evaluation practices] from Praesidium (our
Minors Safety consultant) on September 19th; the Nighttime Safety Walk on October 16th; Campus Safety Committee on
September 26th; go-live for Origami, our new electronic incident reporting and claims system, projected for October 4th;
and our Spikies Program procurement and distribution.
Whew! Special thanks to my team: Maury Riner, Manch Garhart, and Jeaneen Bailey! This high level of activity would
not be possible without them.
The number of reported incidents has steadily increased over the past several years. EHSRMS believes this is no accident.
We have been making a concerted effort to encourage employees to report any unsafe situation, injury or work related
illness. While those numbers are going up the number of OSHA recordable injuries are decreasing. This phenomenon is
actually a recent industry finding. Empowering employees to be constantly aware of their own safety yields lower severity
of injury. Additionally, Enterprise Risk Management (ERM), where every employee is a safety officer and risk manager,
helps create a Safety Consciousness and a Safety Community. EHSRMS supports and promotes ERM here at UAA, but
the greatest impact comes from each and every one of you doing the right things. It is what keeps us safer, healthier, and
happier. Truly, “Safety is Everybody’s Business.”

Reported and Recordable Injuries from FY2011-FY2014
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Environmental Health & Safety – 786-1300
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Hails
Kara Monroe — FMO Horticulture
Blake Isaacson — FMO HVAC
Chris Edin — FMO Carpenter
Cory Tranby — FMO HVAC

Temp to Regular Moves
Robin Gurung — FMO Turf
Bill Hartman, III — FMO Turf
Randy Button — FMO Plumbing
Steffany Willhauck — FMO Horticulture
Judith Arp — FMO Shuttle
Coral Lambert — FMO Work Management

Facilities booth at Campus Kickoff

.

Farewells

Upcoming Events

Marshall Joy — FMO HVAC
James Donaldson — FMO Plumbing
Andy Tipton — FMO HVAC
Tessa Sellars — FMO Horticulture
Jo Walker — FMO Work Management

October 16 – Nighttime Safety Walk
October 28-29 – Tim McGraw in AAC
October 31 – Colin Clausson’s retirement
November 5 – Board of Regents meeting in
Fairbanks
December 14 – Fall Commencement in AAC
December 15-18 – APPA Supervisor’s Toolkit
Training
December 15-30 – BMH Move-in
December 19 – Admin Services Holiday Party
January 7 – Facilities Leaders meeting
January 12 – Spring Semester starts

Safety is Everybody’s Business
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